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WELCOME
Today, using the world wide web is like breathing air. We don’t think about it when we log onto our 
computers — we just assume it’s there, like the air we breathe. Yet, Tim Berners-Lee, an English 
independent contractor, started thinking about the concept of linking web pages in 1980. Early 
adopters (dot.com companies) began experimenting with the “web” in 1996, but the web didn’t 
become ubiquitous until 2002. It took more than twenty years for this technology to gain world-
wide adoption, but now it is a human necessity — like breathing.

“Disruption” is a word we hear a lot of these days in our 
industry. Everyone is looking for the next service, technology, 
product — idea — that sparks innovation. We all want to be 
just like Google and Amazon, web enabled companies that 
have created real disruption in consumer buying. 

In this month’s issue, STRATMOR analyzes what we 
believe is the next big technology disruptor: Blockchain. 
While Blockchain is the foundational technology that 
supports Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, its potential 
is well beyond cryptocurrency transactions. Blockchain 
is a technology architectural principle that could do for 
mortgage what the web did for consumer purchasing 
—  take the “friction” out of the borrower experience. 
STRATMOR Principal Andrew Weiss, an architect of one of 
the biggest technology disruptors to date for the mortgage 
industry —  Desktop Underwriter —  authored this insightful 
look at what Blockchain might do for mortgage in both the 
short and long term.

In our Mortgage Metrics Matters section, Sr. Partner 
Nicole Yung offers insight into overall compensation 
when automation changes like Blockchain allow lenders 
to redeploy Post Closers and Shippers to other roles. 
And, Dr. Matt Lind draws upon our June issue, “Plight of 
the Independent Mortgage Banker,” offering additional 
insightful growth strategy ideas that center on diversity 
in the borrower experience.

Thank you for joining us this month. Please don’t 
hesitate to contact STRATMOR with your Blockchain 
questions. We are always happy to help with 
disruption!

 

Lisa Springer, CEO

Mortgage Metrics Matter ............................ 11
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CONNECTING THE BLOCKS: PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS  
OF BLOCKCHAIN FOR THE MORTGAGE INDUSTRY 
By Andrew Weiss

One of the most talked about technologies of the last twelve months is Blockchain.  
To many, Blockchain is just another in an endless stream of technology ideas that flash into 
our business conversations and are then quickly replaced by the next novelty. To others, 
Blockchain appears to be the future underpinning for the financial industry — a secure and 
modern way to store and distribute information.

In-Focus

But what is Blockchain, really? Can it fundamentally change the way the mortgage industry conducts 
business? What impact will it have on the competitive mortgage lending landscape: on costs, on turn-times, 
on borrowers, on loan originators? And, why should we care?

Let’s start by going back a few years. 
In the early nineties, I was at the center of bringing Fannie Mae’s Desktop Underwriter to market.  We 
determined that, to serve our lender customers better, we needed to take the guesswork out of the Fannie 
loan delivery process. To do this, we needed to bring consistency through automation to how loan purchase 
and guarantee decisions were made. 

When we took the idea to focus groups of underwriters, we were met by deep resistance. “How can any 
technology replace the years of training and experience it takes to be an underwriter?” was the common 
reaction.  But, we had a vision and persisted.  What only a few of the most innovative lenders understood was 
that, while the kind of disruption AUS would bring would be significant, the opportunity to derive competitive 
advantage made it worth the risk.  In time, the entire industry came around to this new approach to loan 
approvals; DU is now an indispensable element of the loan origination process.  
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Now Blockchain is on the horizon.  Will it turn out to be a technological flash-in-the-pan, or will it be the next 
disruptive force that makes our industry stronger, better, and more profitable?  Early adopters in a variety 
of industries are starting to realize benefits from implementing Blockchain technologies: recordation of land 
and title is being automated; valuable assets are being tracked through complicated supply-chains more 
efficiently; digital government information is being protected. At STRATMOR, we believe Blockchain is here 
to stay, and worth the early-adoption risk for those who are not faint of heart.

Now, let’s jump forward and imagine what Blockchain could do for the mortgage industry….
The year is 2026. One of the biggest market disruptors of the last decade, Blockchain, has received global 
adoption. In the mortgage industry, it began with technical changes to improve transaction data access, 
sharing, and data security. Starting at the back of the mortgage flow at shipping and delivery to the investor, 
Blockchain worked its way upstream to incorporate the entire mortgage origination process, including the 
integration of Smart Contracts in real estate transactions. Thus, in 2026, the loan manufacturing process 
looks like this:
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In addition, with the automated transfer of servicing data implemented, Blockchain enabled lenders to re-
assign post-closing teams to origination tasks. And, the technology allowed lenders to develop new ways to 
interact with borrowers and third-party providers throughout the loan manufacturing process, making it easier 
to securely share personal information and reducing the need for multiple (and redundant) verification steps. 
With more origination team members available to help borrowers, customer satisfaction numbers increased 
— turn-times improved, verifications and requests for additional documentation became exceptions versus 
commonplace, and the overall experience for the borrower was simplified. The loan process became as easy 
as ordering a set of golf clubs from Amazon. Loan production performance improved so dramatically that 
lenders reverted back to 2002 origination performance metric standards where, for instance, an underwriter 
processed on average 193 applications per month verses 29 applications in 2017. These new metric standards 
enabled lenders to increase profitability and pass some of these financial benefits on to the borrower. A win-
win for everyone.

What is Blockchain, technically speaking?
Does this seem like an unachievable dream? Maybe, but proponents of the Blockchain concept tell us that 
the potential for this business disruptor to have an impact on business processes is just about limitless. For 
the mortgage lender, it presents opportunities beyond improving data security which could change how we 
structure the loan process and ultimately improve the borrower’s experience. 

To really understand what Blockchain can do, we need to look at what Blockchain is. 

Blockchain is an open-source (not owned by any one company or entity) protocol (method for doing things) 
that enables the secure and distributed storage of any kind of information. In an article in ComputerWorld, 
writer Lucas Mearian described Blockchain this way:

First and foremost, Blockchain is a public electronic ledger— like a relational database — that can be 
openly shared among disparate users and that creates an unchangeable record of their transactions, 
each one time-stamped and linked to the previous one. Each digital record or transaction in the thread 
is called a block (hence the name), and it allows either an open or controlled set of users to participate in 
the electronic ledger. Each block is linked to a specific participant.

Blockchain can only be updated by consensus between participants in the system, and when new data is 
entered, it can never be erased. The Blockchain contains a true and verifiable record of every transaction 
ever made in the system. 

Think of Blockchain as a database, but a database that does not exist in one physical location, can be 
accessed by anyone who has permission to access it, is highly secure, and where none of the information in 
the database can be edited, adjusted or changed, though new information can be added. It’s not a software 
package or a platform that you can buy but a way to apply existing technology to improve data safety and 
security. In short, it is a shared, immutable ledger for recording the history of transactions. Blockchain 
was the first technology to enable a new generation of transactional applications that established trust, 
accountability and transparency — from contracts to deeds and payments.

In-Focus
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Many computers are connected in a Blockchain network. Blockchains employ mechanisms that make it 
possible for the computers, also referred to as “nodes,” to look across the many data locations and determine 
what is true and accurate for the stored data. This safeguard makes it unrealistic for hackers to tamper with 
encrypted data that is kept at many different locations. This is also important: No single entity controls the 
information on the Blockchain. Blockchain makes it possible to control access to the data through careful 
management of encryption keys so that the data can be accessed by all participants or a select few, allowing 
for granular control over who gets access to what data. 

Blockchain isn’t just one thing; it’s an architectural principle. It’s a store of records designed to function as 
per the illustration below:

One of the exciting, though less established, features of some Blockchain implementations is the ability to 
have the Blockchain house more than just data. Referred to as “Smart Contracts,” this capability permits 
Blockchains to become processing systems of their own. In this scenario, Blockchain contains the rules that 
manage the transactions or has the encapsulated information necessary to complete the loan process. 
When fully developed, Smart Contracts will mean that not only will data be secure, but transactions on the 
Blockchain will conform to the rules set out by the consumers of those transactions, saving time and the 
expense of verification, buybacks, and costly errors.  

In-Focus
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For example, mortgage backed securities could be 
linked to the loan origination data that forms the basis 
of the loans in a pool. Buybacks could be minimized 
by sharing the data and rules (Smart Contracts) used 
to make underwriting decisions even before a loan 
is guaranteed or purchased from a lender.  Servicing 
transfers could be facilitated by simply changing who 
has access to the encryption keys that enable access 
to the Blockchain for a set of loans.

Yes, Blockchain is the foundational technology that 
supports Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, but its 
potential is well beyond cryptocurrency transactions. 
For lenders, there are four primary reasons to care 
about Blockchain: 

1. It can improve data security 

2. It could improve operational efficiencies 

3. It could help you improve the borrower’s experience

4. Early adopters could gain a significant,  
market-disruptive, competitive edge 

Blockchain can improve data security
The mortgage industry has been, and is increasingly, 
implemented through a series of interactions and 
integrations between independent entities: borrower, 
lender, credit agency, appraiser, GSE, mortgage 
insurer, and investor, just to name a few. When built 
out, Blockchain represents a wonderful technology 
for enabling these interactions. Data can be shared 
across the entities permitted to view it, securely and 
reliably. Any entity who is allowed to see the data 
can have confidence that it has not been altered and 
can make their own judgements about the validity 
of the information — and the risk involved in any 
transaction that contains that information. 

Also, as both the industry’s understanding of 
Blockchain technology and the maturity of the 

technology itself increases, the loan origination 
process could be enabled to store and access loan 
application and approval information (both data 
and images of documents). A lender could leverage 
Blockchain to make information accessible to those 
who need it, all the while ensuring the accuracy and 
security of that information.

Blockchain could improve operational efficiencies
The mortgage industry is filled with inefficient and 
arcane processes to collect, verify, and securely 
transmit the information that makes up a mortgage. 
Furthermore, today, the average loan takes close to 
50 days from initial application by the borrower to 
close (loan documents are executed by the borrower), 
and an additional twenty days to be fully accepted 
and funded by the investor (if not held in portfolio by 
the lender). Each added day in this process increases 
costs and the risk of a failed transaction, and these 
costs are ultimately passed on to the borrower in the 
form of higher interest rates and closing fees.

While technology is often employed in an attempt 
to streamline and increase the productivity of the 
mortgage origination process, the nature of the 
existing collection and verification of all the required 
information has made those attempts fail. In fact, 
the cost of origination has more than doubled in the 
last ten years, while productivity has significantly 
diminished.

Case in point (as per my 2026 scenario), according to 
PGR: MBA and STRATMOR Peer Group Roundtable 
data, underwriter monthly productivity diminished 
dramatically from 2002 where 193 processed 
applications per month resulted in 138 closed loans 
per underwriter to 29 applications in 2017 that 
resulted in only 22 closed loans per month. This is an 
85 percent reduction in productivity during the last 
15 years!
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STRATMOR believes that Blockchain technology could offer lenders the opportunity to create a highly 
dependable, secure and transparent mechanism for sharing information about the borrower, the property, 
and the loan and can enable dynamic evaluation and pricing of loans by investors. When fully implemented, 
the non-finance related costs of mortgage origination could be slashed significantly through the adoption of 
a fundamentally different Blockchain model.
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Further benefits include:
 § STRATMOR data indicates that 95 percent 
of borrowers choose their lender through a 
referral or an existing positive relationship, and 
Blockchain technology could allow lenders to 
increase support to borrowers. With post-closing 
documentation completed through Blockchain-
enabled automation, many of these roles could 
be eliminated, enabling the lender to redeploy 
its high performing staff members to other roles 
where applicable while, at the same time, cutting 
low performers from the team.  

 § Blockchain could replace the current, paper-and 
wet-signature document verification process 
with a synchronized, transparent, secure identity 
verification process — all online. 

 § Compliance would no longer be a bolt on. 
Blockchain could enable Compliance rules and 
the visibility into the execution of those rules, 
now built into the fabric of the transaction and 
giving easy access to participants and regulators 
for review. 

Blockchain could help lenders improve the 
borrower’s experience
Borrower satisfaction is emerging as a key driver of 
competitive success, and the long-term potential for 
borrowers to participate directly in the “Mortgage 
Blockchain” holds promise for improving the 
borrower’s experience. The potential for cost and 
cycle time reductions — ultimately benefits to the 
borrowers — are significant, too significant to ignore. 
Besides the additional borrower support from 
reassigning staff as noted previously:

 § Blockchain could enable the reduction of loan 
processing time as all lender staff and third-
party providers could have access to the same 
data, eliminating repeat steps to check for 
valid data. Decrease turn-time is a plus for the 
borrower. 

 § The real costs of processing files — whether the 
file is handled by a processor or underwriter or 
by a third-party provider — could be reduced 
and the savings passed along to the borrower  
as well. 

As the cost to originate a loan keeps going up, and 
as profit margins continue to compress, the pressure 
on our industry to implement new technologies to 
change how we’ve done business continues to rise. 
Blockchain may be that technology.

Blockchain may give early adopters a 
competitive edge
Many in our industry believe that real use of 
Blockchain as an underlying technology is at least 
five years away; others point to the pilots and proof 
of concepts that already exist to suggest it is much 
nearer.  Likely, both are correct.  

There are a handful of current pilot implementations 
using Blockchain technology, including a secure 
way to record and store legal transactions like title 
records and the sharing of closed loan funding 
packages with investors securely and immutably.  
Several companies are developing Blockchain 
implementations for loan origination, post-closing, 
and title recordation. There is no denying that we are 
in the early stages of adopting this technology, and 
current hard evidence of successes are thin, but the 
early indications are positive. The pilots that focused 
on the secure record keeping aspects of Blockchain, 
like title records, have had the highest level of early 
success, but they have only scratched the surface of 
what is possible.

There will be early innovation failures and successes 
with Blockchain, but the earlier adopters of this 
innovative technology will garner significant 
competitive advantages similar to the shot in the 
arm early adopters experienced by employing 
Fannie Mae’s Desktop Underwriter in their loan 
manufacturing and approval process. 

Brace yourselves: we’re in for a bumpy ride
Like any other technology, Blockchain has its 
downside. Replicating so much information across 
many computers takes a lot of horsepower, and 
mustering the cooperation of participants in the 
Blockchain generally means that transactions take 
some time to get posted and verified.  Importantly, a 
broad set of participants in the Blockchain are needed 
to deliver the vaunted data security. If there aren’t 
enough participants, the sanctity of the information 
can be compromised. Then, throw in the risk that the 
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Would you like to talk to Andrew Weiss about what Blockchain technology might do for your company?  
Contact him at  andrew.weiss@stratmorgroup.comn

WE WELCOME YOUR FEEDBACK
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technology itself is relatively new and that there are always unseen issues in any new technology (think 
hidden flaws) or that a newer technology may come along that promises better features and functionalities; 
your risks now includes a potentially expensive, maybe short-lived, experiment in Blockchain. 

What Blockchain isn’t:
 § Magic pixie dust here to save the world

 § The same as Bitcoin or any other Cryptocurrency

 § Just another buzzword

 § A technology “flash in the pan”

The choice that mortgage executives need to make is where to place their bets; as we know, most lenders 
hate to be first. Typically, there is not much downside in watching from the sidelines, but the opportunity 
cost for tremendous upside in terms of significant competitive advantages is greater. Those who do invest 
in Blockchain must understand that the investments are speculative, but that the upside potential is for real 
payback.

Blockchain is a potential disruptor. Our industry has been transformed by disruptive technology before as 
I discussed earlier — the development of the Automated Underwriting Systems (AUS) Desktop Underwriter 
and Loan Prospector in the mid-1990s. Before the widespread adoption of AUS, few could conceive of 
technology having such a critical role in determining which borrowers get what kind of loan. Today, the 
AUS has become a mainstay of the origination process. The Digital Mortgage concept, many years in the 
making, also is transforming our industry. Blockchain will be another technology advance that should drive 
efficiencies and allow us all to deliver the best customer experiences without driving costs through the roof. 

Innovators will blaze a trail, but the more risk averse among us will wait for demonstrated success before 
jumping on the Blockchain bullet train. Regardless, Blockchain is a technology trend that should not  
be ignored.

If you are not “faint of heart,” contact STRATMOR. We are looking for early adopters to lead this charge. 
Disruption is coming. Will you be on this cutting edge or following the leaders?

http://stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration
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Mortgage Metrics Matter

April, 2018

COMPENSATION CONNECTION
This month’s In-Focus article imagines a world where blockchain developments would 
eliminate the need for traditional Post Closers and Shippers and allow those resources to be 
shifted to customer facing tasks. Data from STRATMOR Compensation Connection can help 
lenders understand the level of compensation and productivity for these resources in the  
current market. 
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Mortgage Metrics Matter
COMPENSATION CONNECTION

Select Results from Compensation Connection

April, 2018

The average total compensation for both positions averaged approximately $42,000 
for 2017.  For both positions, base salary accounts for more than 90 percent of total 
compensation; these are not positions with significant overtime or incentive plans.

What was the average compensation productivity for Post Closers and  
Shippers in 2017?

As technological advances allow more of the Post Closing and Shipping process to be automated, companies 
can redeploy their personnel to the sales and fulfillment teams. On the fulfillment side, the most comparable 
position in terms of pay is a disclosure desk analyst which reports an average compensation of $43,000.  
Another possible position for these key employees is on the sales side as Loan Officer Assistants who 
averaged $51,000 in 2017. 

Skills that make good Post Closers and Shippers — attention to detail and knowledge of key mortgage 
documents — are portable to positions that are on the front side of the process and more interactive with 
the customer.

STRATMOR Compensation Connection Census, 2017. ©STRATMOR Group, 2018.

Post Closer Shipper Disclosure Desk Retail LOA

Average Compensation

42,198 42,746 43,246

51,385
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Making the Compensation Connection
Determining compensation amounts and structure is fundamental to ensuring that your organization hires, 
motivates and retains the best talent while simultaneously controlling costs and justifying compensation to 
your stakeholders. 

STRATMOR recently released the results of this year’s study covering 2017 compensation.  The full reports are 
available to participants companies and include compensation levels, plan structure and expanded data on 
benefits. If you missed the Spring cycle, the study is accepting new participants as part of the Fall update which 
releases results in October 2018.

As an incentive to participate in the survey, STRATMOR provides participants with a customized summary 
report comparing the participant’s company data to industry averages. We also offer the survey in modules to 
allow participants to select the area or areas for which they are providing information:

 § Executive Management 

 § Retail Sales (Head of Production to Loan Officers)

 § Consumer Direct Sales

 § TPO Sales

 § Fulfillment (All Channels)

 § Production Support

If you are interested in participating in the survey, or would like to learn more about the Compensation 
Connection Survey Report, visit our website at:  
https://www.stratmorprograms.com/compconnection2018 or email Nicole.Yung@stratmorgroup.com. n
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Mortgage Metrics Matter
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COMPENSATION CONNECTION
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ETHNIC DIVERSITY MATTERS
In STRATMOR’s June 2018 In-Focus article, “Plight of the Independent Lender,” we cited multiple 
factors contributing to this plight, including causes for recent negative or slow growth.  
Can improving the borrower’s experience be a real growth opportunity?

The Borrower Experience

REGISTER for 
STRATMOR InsightsJuly, 2018

Creating an origination strategy that includes targeting emerging markets such as ethnically diverse groups 
is a winning growth opportunity. According to the MBA’s Economic Forecast presentation during the 2017 
MBA Annual Conference, the change in median net worth among Blacks, Hispanics, and Other (Native 
Americans and Asians) has grown significantly since 2007. However, homeownership declined from 2011 
to 2015 for Hispanics and until the first quarter of 2017, for Blacks. To capitalize on this growth opportunity, 
our industry must first determine why homeownership is declining among these groups and what we can 
do to reverse this trend. At STRATMOR, we believe that understanding this market well enough to create 
“delighted” borrowers is a great first step.

http://www.stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration/
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The Borrower Experience
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From a growth strategy perspective, satisfied borrowers, regardless of ethnicity, are a lender’s best referral 
source. For lenders who truly want to connect with this growing market, ethnic diversity among originators 
will be a key component to the success of this strategy. According to STRATMOR’s Originator Census Study 
data (Chart 1), of the 13,755 originators included in the study, less than three percent were Black and less 
than seven percent were Hispanic. 

ETHNIC DIVERSITY MATTERS

Source: Survey of Consumer Finances, Census 
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As a point of comparison, per Kaiser Family Foundation’s 2016 Population Distribution report, the U.S. 
population is distributed as follows: White 61 percent, Black, 12 percent, Hispanic 18 percent, and Other 
(Asian, Native American and Hawaiian) about 9 percent. Based on these statistics, lenders have ample 
opportunity to diversify the originator team.

For insight into the borrower’s experience by ethnicity, we draw on data from STRATMOR’s MortgageSAT 
Borrower Satisfaction Program. Of the approximately 90,000 completed surveys received in the last twelve 
months, approximately 68,000 borrowers provided ethnicity information. Based on this data, approximately 
77 percent of our respondents selected White, Not of Hispanic Origin. The rest of the respondents comprised 
all other ethnicities that originated loans with our lender clients as shown in Chart 2 — note that this resulted 
in only 23 percent of the respondent population. 

ETHNIC DIVERSITY MATTERS

Ethnicity - Mortgage Originators
Total Originator Census Population

Originators

% of Total Originators

American Indian/Alaska Native 0.2%

Asian 2.1%

Black/African American 2.9%

Hispanic/Latino 6.9%

Native Hawaiian/Oth Pac Island 1.2%

Two or More Races 1.4%

White 57.6%

Other

Not Specified 27.6%

Overall 100%

Chart 1

Source: STRATMOR Group’s 2018 Originator Census Report

http://www.stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration/
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Overall, how satisfied are these up-and-coming growth segments? Chart 3 displays the distribution of 
borrower satisfaction scores recorded by MortgageSAT for the three primary ethnic groups over the one-year 
period July 1, 2017 to June 31, 2018. These three groups represented more than 60 thousand respondents.
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ETHNIC DIVERSITY MATTERS

Chart 2

Chart 3
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Relative to Hispanic borrowers, we see that a higher percentage of both White and Black non-Hispanics 
fell into lower satisfaction segments. For example, 5.9 percent of Black non-Hispanic borrowers were 
“detractors” — that is, borrowers who scored their satisfaction 1 to 6 out of 10 — compared to 3.9 percent 
for Hispanics. This data may indicate that Black non-Hispanic borrowers are roughly 50 percent more likely 
to have a bad borrowing experience than Hispanic borrowers.

Charts 4 shows that Hispanic borrowers experience substantially fewer problems (12.3%) than either White 
(16.5%) or Black (19.3%) non-Hispanic borrowers (the resolution rate of problems is virtually identical (about 
78%) for all three ethnicities).

MortgageSAT data tells us that, irrespective of ethnicity, satisfaction scores drop from about 96 to 72 when 
a borrower experiences a problem. But satisfaction scores are impacted by much more than just origination 
problems. For additional insights, we looked at how borrowers of different ethnicities fared in terms of the 
top four of STRATMOR’s Seven Commandments of Borrower Satisfaction — must do performance factors — 
for which a failure to perform will kill borrower satisfaction. We found here several lender failures that were 
significantly more prevalent among minority borrowers, especially Black non-Hispanic borrowers.

Origination Problems vs. Ethnicity

Did Not Experience Problems Experienced Problems

White non-Hispanic Black non-Hispanic Hispanic
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ETHNIC DIVERSITY MATTERS

Chart 4
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1. Asked for a Document More than Once. Black non-Hispanic borrowers were 50 percent more likely to 
be asked for the same document more than once. For Hispanic borrowers, the rate was about 22 percent.

2. Close Loans in the Expected Time Frame. For 18.6 percent of Black non-Hispanic borrowers, their loans 
did not close in the expected time-frame. This compares to 12.8 percent of White non-Hispanic borrowers 
and 14.2 percent of Hispanic borrowers.

Asking For A Document More Than Once

Asked More Than Once Only Asked Once

White non-Hispanic Black non-Hispanic Hispanic
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3. Contact the Borrower Before Closing.  While the differences are not large in absolute terms, Black non-
Hispanic borrowers are about 25 percent more likely not to be contacted by their lender before closing.

4. Start the Closing on Time — 10.4 percent of the closings for Black non-Hispanic borrowers did 
not start on time. For White non-Hispanic borrowers, the comparable metric is 5.8 percent; for 
Hispanic borrowers, 6.6 percent.

Contact The Borrower Before Closing

Contacted Not Contacted

White non-Hispanic Black non-Hispanic Hispanic
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What’s a Lender to Do? 
Are lenders effectively connecting with diverse ethnicities? It’s hard to say definitively, but our data identifies 
great possibilities for improving those connections which could ultimately lead to referrals. Some steps 
you can take:

1. Incorporate ethnic diversity into your Target Operating Model and then take the time to understand the 
buying habits and preferences of all borrower segments.

2. Ensure that your origination team is ethnically diverse as well. This message is two-fold. It validates 
your company’s diversity position and it encourages deeper connections with this growing borrower 
segment.

3. Measure overall borrower satisfaction by ethnicity. If you don’t look at how the borrower experience 
may vary by ethnicity, you simply cannot uncover holes in your process. Tools like MortgageSAT can 
help you measure this.

4. Track overall satisfaction by ethnicity at production and back office units. How effective are your 
marketing and sales efforts to reach multiple ethnicities at the branch and corporate levels?

5. Analyze satisfaction by ethnicity at a functional level; specifically, in terms of STRATMOR’s Seven 
Commandments of Borrower Satisfaction.

6. Consider calling a sampling of your “unsatisfied” diverse borrowers — those who gave your company a 
1-6 satisfaction score. Find out what happened and why.

ETHNIC DIVERSITY MATTERS

If you are interested in learning more about STRATMOR’s MortgageSAT Borrower Satisfaction Program, 
click here. Or reach out directly to Mike Seminari, Director of MortgageSAT, at 614.284.4030 or  
mike.seminari@stratmorgroup.com n

http://www.stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration/
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/mortgagesat
mailto:mike.seminari%40stratmorgroup.com?subject=MortgageSAT%20Borrower%20Satisfaction%20Program
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GET THE DATA-DRIVEN ADVANTAGE
STRATMOR Group offers a suite of data products and mortgage advisory  
services to power your performance.

Surveys

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

CONSUMER DIRECT
WORKSHOP

LEARN MORE

Follow Us on

LEARN MORE

Contact us today to learn how these products and services can give you a data-driven advantage!

July, 2018

http://www.stratmorgroup.com/compensation-connection/
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/originator-census/
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/mortgagesat/
https://www.stratmorgroup.com/technology-insight/
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/consumer-direct-workshops/
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/5053235/
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/peer-group-program/
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/contact-us/
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